Abstract. Let D be a smooth divisor on a non singular surface S. We compute Betti numbers of the relative Hilbert scheme of points of S relative to D. In the case of P 2 and a line in it, we give an explicit set of generators and relations for the cohomology groups of this space.
1. Introduction 1.1. Göttsche's formula. Let X be a quasi-projective non-singular variety over complex numbers, and L be an ample line bundle on X ( Throughout this paper we work over C). Hilbert scheme of n-points on X parameterizes the set of all subschemes of X with dimension zero and length n. More precisely consider the contravariant functor Hilb T Z is a closed subscheme of S × T π is flat Z t has constant Hilbert polynomial equal to n, for all t ∈ T
Since π is flat all Z t 's have the same Hilbert polynomial so the definition makes sense. By a theorem of Grothendieck the following functor is representable by a scheme, that we denote it by X [n] .
For a scheme Y with dim C (Y ) = n the Poincaré polynomial and normalized Poincaré polynomial are defined by
where b i (Y ) is the i th Betti number of Y . Göttsche showed that the Poincaré polynomial of X [n] can be computed as follow:
Theorem. [Go] , [GS] Let X be a quasi-projective nonsingular surface then the generating function of the Poincaré polynomial of Hilbert scheme of n points on X is given by:
(1 + t 2m−1 q m ) b 1 (X) (1 + t 2m+1 q m )
(1 − t 2m−2 q m ) b 0 (X) (1 − t 2m q m ) b 2 (X) (1 − t 2m+2 q m ) b 4 (X) where b i is the i th Betti number of X , 1.2. Nakajima's Basis. Let X be a quasi-projective non-singular surface. There is a natural map between the Hilbert scheme of n points in X and the n th -symmetric product of X given by:
For i > 0 we define the cycles
[n] × X to be:
and for i < 0 we define it by interchanging I 1 and I 2 . Let H lf * (X) be the Borel-Moore Homology of X, for α ∈ H lf * (X) and β ∈ H * (X) and i > 0 we define two operators P α [i] and P β [−i] by:
γ → p 2 * ((p Theorem. [Nak] , [Gr] (i) We have the following relations:
H * (X [n] ) is an irreducible representation of the Heisenberg superalgebra associated to X, with the highest weight vector being the generator of H 0 (X [0] ) = Q 1.3. The Relative Case. Let S be a quasi-projective non-singular surface, and D be a Cartier divisor that has a smooth representative. We want to consider the Hilbert scheme of points in S relative to D. This has been done in [Wu] but since some of the ideas will be used later in our paper we will briefly describe the construction of this space. We start by taking the Hilbert scheme of points of S \ D, which is not a proper scheme, and compactify it relative to D. In order to do so we consider the expanded degeneration of S relative to D. To be more precise take B to be the P 1 -bundle over D corresponding to N D/S O D , i.e. B = P D (N D/S O D ). Since B is the projecivization of a direct sum it comes with two natural sections which we call them zero section and the infinity section.
Take n copies of B and glue them together in a way that the zero section of the (i + 1) th copy is identified with the infinity section of the i th copy, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and also glue the zero section of the first bubble to the divisor D in S. We denote the resulting scheme by S/D[n] and call it the expanded degeneration of S relative to D of length n. Note that the normal bundle to the zero section in each copy of B is N ∨ D/S , and the normal bundle to the infinity section is N D/S .
From this pictures its not hard to see that for a given n there is an action of (C * ) n on the space S/D[n], such the i th copy of C * acts on the i th copy of B by fiber-wise multiplication. So this action can be lifted to an almost free action on the Hilbert scheme of points of S/D[n].
We will give a moduli description for points that we add in order to compactify (S \ D) [n] . If a point in S \ D moves toward D, which means that we have a family of subschemes of S \ D over A 1 \ 0 such that the support of a given point on the fiber above t is going toward D as the t goes to zero. Such family can be extended to a family above A 1 in a way that the resulting fiber over zero consists of a subscheme of S \ D plus a point supported in the normal bundle of D. In order to do this, we take S × A 1 and we blow up D × 0, then such family is a flat subscheme of the resulting scheme over A 1 \ 0 that can be extended to be family over A 1 . The point that we have to keep in mind is that if we change the parametrization of A 1 \ 0 (that is just multiplication by a nonzero scalar since zero should be fixed), then the resulting limit points will vary in a fiber of N D/S . But all these families are isomorphic as families of subschemes of S \ D, so their limit should be the same. This means that to this family we can assign a subscheme of S/D[1] but this point is well defined up to a C * action which means that we have to identify the points in the orbit of the C * action on the Hilbert scheme of points of S/D[1] and glue the resulting quotient to (S \ D) [n] . Now if a point in the bubble goes toward the infinity section we can do the same and add another bubble. Note that if all the points in a bubble go to the next one then we will delete the empty bubble, which shows that we can have at most n bubbles glued to the (S \ D).
In section 1 we compute the Poincaré polynomial of the relative Hilbert scheme of points, and prove the following theorem: Theorem 1. The generating function for the normalized Poincaré polynomial of the relative Hilbert scheme of points is given by:
whereĤ S (q, t) is the normalized Poincaré polynomial of the Hilbert scheme of point on
In section two we prove the following theorem which allows us to construct a set of generators for the cohomology ring of relative Hilbert scheme of point on the projective plane.
Theorem 2. The natural map between the Chow group and Borel-Moore homology of the relative Hilbert scheme of point of the projective plane and a line on it is an isomorphism.
Using this theorem we can pick a set of generators for the Chow group of relative Hilbert scheme of point on the projective plane, and they will also generate the cohomology of this space, since its a smooth stack. Since through out this paper we only work with DM-stacks, every time we use the word stack we mean DM-stack unless otherwise is specified. It turns out that the construction of Nakajima's basis can be modified to give us a set of generators for the relative case, and there will be some relations among these generators. There is a geometric way of constructing relations for this case, which comes from natural maps from different ways that we can move points in a given bubble. In section three we discuss all these relations, and in the last section we show that these geometric relations are all the relations in the cohomology group of the relative Hilbert scheme of projective plane relative to a line.
Betti Numbers of Relative Hilbert Scheme of Points
In order to compute the analog of Göttsche's formula for the relative case we will need the following theorem:
Theorem. To any complex algebraic variety X one can assign a virtual Poincaré polynomial P X (t) with the following properties: 
(see for example [Du] )
Example 1. For P 1 the virtual Poincaré polynomial and the actual one coincide so we have P P 1 (t) = t 2 + 1, and C * can be obtained by removing two points from P 1 , so by the second property we have P C * (t) = t 2 − 1.
If D is a curve with Betti numbers a 0 ,a 1 and a 2 , then the Betti numbers of D × C * can be computed as:
Proof of Theorem 1. A point of the relative Hilbert scheme corresponds to a subscheme of an expanded degeneration, such subscheme is the disjoint union of:
• A point with support in S \ D • For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n a point with support in the i th bubble (which is isomorphic to the total space of the normal bundle of D in S minus the zero section)
There are few remarks in order here. If the part with support in one of the bubbles is empty then there will be no points in the bubbles above it, and we must also divide by the C * action on the Hilbert scheme of each bubble, there are finite stabilizer at some points. By Theorem 5.4 in [GP] 
Since if we fix a subscheme lengths of these components, the set of point in the relative Hilbert scheme with this specified configuration is isomorphic to the product Hilbert scheme of points of those lengths, supported on S \ D or B, and moded out by the associated C * -action. The generating function for Betti numbers of each of these Hilbert schemes can be computed by Göttsche's formula, which gives us the above identity.
Note that for the Hilbert scheme of n points (coefficient of q n ) there is no contribution from terms with exponent larger than n in the sum, which reflects the fact that we can not have more than n bubbles, for a subscheme of length n.
If we define C D (q, t) to be
, then by Göttsche's formula and example (1) we have:
Note that the change of variable from q to qt corresponds to writing the Poincaré polynomial in the normalized form, we recall that for a given scheme Y of complex dimension n we defineP Y (t) andĤ Y (q, t) to be:
1 Roughly speaking we can stratify the space with respect to the order of stabilizer, and on each strata the fiber over each point is C * Using this notation we have: H Y (q, t) =Ĥ Y (qt, t) and we can summarize all this computation as follow:
Example 2. For S = P 2 and D a line by Eq. (2.1) we have:
Chow-Cohomology Correspondence
From now on we only consider the case of projective plane and a line on it. The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2. In order to do so, we start by taking the natural (C * ) 3 action on the relative Hilbert scheme of points, and give a description of the fixed point loci. If the relative divisor is given by {x 0 = 0}, we consider the following action on the projective plane:
this action fixes the relative divisor, and so it induces an action on the normal bundle of this divisor and so an induced action on each bubble, which gives us an induced action on the whole relative Hilbert scheme.
3.1. Description of Fixed Point Loci. Pick a fixed point p ∈ P
[n]
P 1 , then p has a part supported on the projective plane, and a part that is supported on the bubbles. The part with support on the plane should be supported on [1; 0; 0] since this is the only fixed point on the plane, and since p is fixed under the action so is its support. If we look locally at this part its a subscheme of C 2 that is fixed under the natural (C * ) 2 action, which means its a homogenous ideal supported at the origin. So if we fix k to be the length this part, then they can be parameterized by Young tableaux of length k.
With the same argument one can see that the part supported on the bubbles, can have its support (on each bubble) only on the fibers above the zero and infinity. So if we look at one of the bubbles and only restrict our self to the fiber above zero then the local picture is C 2 with only one C * action on one of the coordinates, i.e.
t.(x, y) → (tx, y).
If I is a fixed ideal then we can pick a set of generators which are fixed under the action which means that each generator is homogenous with respect to x. If {x i f i (y)} is such a set then f i |f j for each j < i, which means if we fix a root of f 0 , and denote by a i the multiplicity of this root in f i , then we have ... < a 2 < a 1 < a 0 . To each root of f 0 we can associate a Young tableau with a 0 boxes in the first column and a 1 boxes in the second column and so on. For example if we consider I = xy 5 (y − 1) 4 , x 2 y 2 (y − 1), x 3 y 1 the corresponding diagrams for 0 and 1 are:
and If we consider a deformation of this ideal that two of these roots come together the Young tableau associated to the new root will be the sum of their Young tableaux.
For a given fixed point in each bubble we will have two such ideals, one above zero and one above infinity. If we fix the combinatorial data of Young tableaux of all the roots of both of these ideals, and if they have k and l distinct roots (respectively), then the closure of the locus of such ideals in the relative Hilbert scheme is isomorphic to the moduli of k unordered red and l unordered blue points in C * moded out by the C * action. (The C * acts by dilation). Note that these points can come together. The moduli space of k unordered points in C * is the C * × (C) k−1 since these points can be thought of as the roots of a monic polynomial of degree k with non zero constant term. So the closure of this locus is isomorphic to (C * ) 2 × (C) k+l−2 modulo C * (if k and l are both nonzero), and if one of them is zero, say l, it's isomorphic to (C * )×(C) k−1 modulo C * . By using the C * action we can set the constant term of one of these polynomials to be equal to 1, say the one with k roots, and since C * acts on the constant term by t.b 0 → t k b 0 the ambiguity is a k th root of unity.
To summarize for any fixed point we can consider the combinatorial data associated to it, and this will give us a stratification of the fixed point loci into parts which are isomorphic to product of quotients of products of (C * ) a × (C) b by a finite group action.
One can relate the cohomology and Chow groups of the relative Hilbert scheme to those of the fixed point loci. Since for the equivariant cohomology we have the localization theorem, which says that for a given space X there is an isomorphism (up to torsions) between H * G (X) and
So if we find a surjective map to the cohomology of the fixed point loci, after killing the equivariant parameters that will give us a surjective map to the cohomology of the relative Hilbert scheme.
In the next theorem we show that for the fixed point loci the natural map between Chow and cohomology is an isomorphism. In order to prove that we prove that this map is an isomorphism for a class of stacks containing the fixed point loci as an element. Since the Chow classes on the fixed point loci are the Chow classes on the whole space that are invariant under the action, if we compose this map by the natural map of Theorem 3 we get a surjective map from the Chow groups of the relative Hilbert scheme to the cohomology of the fixed loci.
Using the localization theorem we see that after killing the equivariant parameters the map between the Chow groups and the equivariant cohomology groups of the relative Hilbert scheme is surjective (up to torsions), and hence an isomorphism. So the proof of the Theorem 2 has been reduced to proof of the Theorem 3. Definition 1. The class of linear stacks is the smallest class of stacks that contains affine spaces of any dimension moded out by the action of a finite group, with the property that:
• The complement of any linear stack embedded in the quotient affine space is a linear stack • Any space that can be stratified as a finite disjoint union of linear stacks is a linear stack Theorem 3. For any linear stack X over the complex numbers, the natural map:
the Chow groups into he smallest space of Borel-Moore homology with respect to the weight filtration, is an isomorphism.
We will follow the argument of Totaro in [Tot] in which he proved this theorem for linear varieties. Consider the following properties:
Definition 2. A stack X satisfies:
• the Strong property if it satisfies the weak property and also
Since we only work with Chow groups with coefficients in Q, by abuse of notation we denote the Chow groups of X with coefficients in Q by CH i (X, j).
Lemma 1. Let X be a given stack and S be substack of X that satisfies the weak property, and let U = X − S. a) If X satisfies the strong property then U also satisfies the strong property. b) If U satisfies the strong property then X satisfies the weak property.
Proof. a) We have the following exact sequences:
In this diagram the first column is sujective, and the third and forth column are isomorphisms, so by diagram chasing we see that the second column is surjective and the fifth column is an isomorphism, which means U satisfies the strong property. b) By the same argument in this case by assumption the second column is surjective, and the third and fifth are isomorphism so the fourth column is surjective, which means that X satisfies the weak property.
Proof of Theorem 3. The quotient affine space satisfies the strong property, and by the previous lemma we see that every linear stack satisfies the weak property. Thus the natural map
Cohomology of the Relative Hilbert Scheme
In this chapter we work with P 2 and a line as the special divisor. We extend Nakajima's notation for the cohomology classes to the relative Hilbert scheme of points. The cohomology of the P 2 has three generators and we denote them by α i for i = 0, 1, 2, also for the classes with support in the k th bubble we denote them by β k i for i = 0, 1. We will represented a cohomology class as a product of αs and βs, in order to show the support of the points in that cohomology class. If a point with support in a fixed cycle has multiplicity, we show that by putting that number in the bracket in front of it. It means that for us i∈A,j∈B
represents the Chow class such that for i ∈ A there is a point supported on a representative of α a i with multiplicity p i , and in the same way for each j ∈ B there is a point supported on a representative of β b j in the n th j -bubble, with multiplicity m j . We will call these classes the product classes. In the construction of the relative Hilbert scheme we started by gluing certain Hilbert schemes and we moded out by the C * actions. For those Hilbert schemes by the Nakajima theorem we have a set of generators for the cohomology and by the construction they were all Chow classes as well. One can see that the product classes give us a set of generators for the invariant part of the Chow group, i.e. the Chow group of the quotient. By the result of Theorem 2, we know that these cycles will also give us a set of generators for the cohomology of the relative Hilbert scheme of points in projective plane.
Example 3. If n = 1 then the relative Hilbert scheme is just the Hilbert scheme of P 2 , and we have: β , since there is a family over P 1 with these two classes as the fibers above 0 and ∞. This can be seen by fixing a line in the P 2 and moving the fat point of multiplicity 2 along this line. But there are more complicated relations among these generators. Consider α 0 α 1 , the locus of points in the Hilbert scheme of 2-points, where one point is supported in a given line and the other is supported in a given point. If we move the point along a line towards the special divisor, then we will get a family over P 1 with fiber over zero equal to the class that we started with, and the fiber over infinity will be α 1 β 0 + β 0 β 0 . Since when the fixed point goes to the special divisor, the point with support in the line either is still in the P 2 \ D, or is supported at the intersection point of the line and the special divisor.
4.1. Relations. The goal here is to find all the relations among these cohomology classes. There are four different ways that we get relations:
4.1.1. Pushing Points to the Bubbles. The first type of relations are obtained by moving the points with support in P 2 \ D to the first bubble. We can do this procedure when in a cohomology class we have a point supported on a point or a line which are not contained in D. In the first case, when the support is a point, we pick a line in P 2 that passes trough this point and move this point along it. This family has a natural projection to P 1 which is given by the locus of support of this point. This gives us a family over P 1 with fiber over zero being the class that we started with, and as we go toward infinity the point moves toward the special divisor.
In the second case the point is supported on a line. We denote this line by ℓ and the intersection of this line with the special divisor by p. The projectivized tangent space at p is P 1 and so we can rotate ℓ around p in this P 1 . This way we get a family over P 1 with fiber over zero being equal to the cohomology class that we started with, and the fiber over infinity being a class with that point being supported in the first bubble. Let us assume that we start with a cycle of the form: α = i∈A 2 j∈A 1 ,k∈A 0
] is the part with support in the bubbles, and A 0 , A 1 , A 2 are multisets, and B is an index set. If we move one of the points with support at a zerocycle, which is represented by α 0 [a], to the special divisor, we will get a family over P 1 with fiber over infinity consists of cycles with these properties:
• The point that we moved to the special divisor will be go to a point supported on a point in the first bubble.
• Each point with support in the bubbles, say the i th -bubble, will go to the (i + 1) th -bubble .
• Each point in P 2 \ D which was supported on a line or on the whole plane might go to the first bubble, and if this happens a point supported on line will go to a point on the first bubble which is supported on the point of intersection of that line and the special divisor,and a point supported on the whole plane will go to a point in the first bubble that is supported on the whole special divisor.
By looking at fiber over zero and infinity, in the first case we get the following relation:
In the second case if we move a point supported on a one-cycle, which was represented by α 1 [a], to the special divisor, we will get a family over P 1 with fiber over infinity consists of cycles with these properties:
• The point that we moved to the special divisor will go to a point on the first bubble supported on the whole line.
• Each point with support in the bubbles, say the i th -bubble, will go to the (i + 1) th -bubble.
• A point in P 2 \ D which was supported on a line or on the whole plane might go to the first bubble, and the the new point will be supported on a point or the whole divisor (respectively).
This will give us the following relation:
4.1.2. Point-Point Relation. If we have a point supported on a zero-cycle in one of the bubbles, and if there is another point in that bubble which is supported on a zero-cycle, we can move it towards the infinity which moves the point to the next bubble.
We call these two points P 1 and P 2 and also assume that they are supported in the i th bubble, which means cycle that we start with can be represented in the following form:
where α is the part supported on the base, and β (<i) and β (>i) are the parts supported in bubbles with index smaller(larger) that i(resp.) In this case by using the C * action we can fix the locus of the second point. More precisely since we know that P 2 is supported on a zero-cycle, this means that if we project it to the special divisor then the image of P 2 is supported on a fixed point in there, which we call it P 3 . This means that in this cycle the locus of P 2 is the fiber above P 3 , but since we consider the points of the relative Hilbert scheme only modulo the C * action, we can assume that P 2 is supported on a fixed point on the fiber above P 3 . Now the locus of P 1 is the fiber above another point, which can be projected to a P 1 and by looking at the fiber above zero and infinity we get the Point-Point relation.
The fiber above zero consists of cycles that we get by applying the following changes to cycle that we start with:
• P 1 will remain in the i th bubble.
• P 2 will go to the i + 1 th bubble.
• the remaining points of the i th bubble might remain in that bubble or go to the next bubble.
• Each point with support in the bubbles with index greater than i will go to the next bubble.
• Other points in P 2 \ D or the bubbles with index less than i will be in the same place.
The way that one can think about this fiber is when P 1 goes toward the zero section, modulo C * action it can be thought of as the case when all the remaining points, including P 2 , go toward the infinity section. The fiber above infinity is similar to this one, with the role of P 1 and P 2 interchanged. Putting these together we arrive at the following relation:
We will call this relation, the Point-Point relation associated to
(the cycle that we start with).
4.1.3. Point-Line Relation. Note that each bubble is a copy of O(1) over the divisor at infinity which is a copy of P 1 , this means that this bundle has non-zero sections, which we will fix one such section. Consider the loci of points in the relative Hilbert scheme such that in the i th bubble there is a point P 1 supported on that section, and another point P 2 supported on a fixed fiber of this bubble, and the rest of the points are supported on cohomology classes of the base and bubbles. The fact that we assumed that P 1 is supported on that section is allowed since although we consider points up to the C * action on the i th bubble, this means that we have picked a representative in each equivalence class. We assume that this cycle is given by:
By looking at the locus of P 2 we get a family over P 1 , and we are interested in the fiber above zero and infinity. When P 2 approaches the zero section of this bubble, by the C * -action we can find a representative of this point such that all the other points are being pushed to the infinity section. This shows that the fiber over zero is a sum of cycles that we get by applying the following changes to the cycle that we start with:
• P 1 will go to the i + 1 th bubble.
• P 2 will remain in the i th bubble.
• Other points in P 2 \ D or the bubbles with index less than i remain in the same place.
But the fiber over infinity is more complicated and in fact has two components. As P 2 goes to the infinity section either P 1 stays in the i th -bubble which gives us the first component, and the other possibility is for P 1 to go to the intersection of the infinity section and the section of O(1) that we fixed, and in this case we get a point in the i + 1 th bubble supported on the fiber above the intersection of the fixed section and special divisor. But in this case all the remaining points should also go to the i + 1 th bubble, otherwise the resulting class will be of codimension two, and so the i th bubble would be empty and we have to stabilize it by removing that bubble. This show that by this procedure we get the following relation:
We will call this relation, the Point-Line relation associated to
. 4.1.4. Line-Line Relation. Take a class with two points supported on one-cycles in the i th -bubble, we will represent this cycle by β
. Fix two sections s 1 and s 2 of the the i th -bubble . Given a section of a line bundle, we can get other sections by multiplying this section by a complex number. In this way to each pair (λ 1 , λ 2 ) of non zero complex number we can associate the locus of points in the relative Hilbert scheme with two points P 1 and P 2 supported on λ 1 s 1 and λ 2 s 2 (resp), and the arrangement of the rest of the points are as in the cycle that we start with. Since we have the C * action on each bubble, the associated locus only depends on the ratio of λ 1 and λ 2 . So in this way we get a family over C * and since the relative Hilbert scheme is proper we can extend this family to a family over P 1 .
We are interested in the fiber above zero and infinity. The fiber above zero consist of points satisfying the following properties:
• P 1 will go to the i + 1 th bubble, and is supported on the whole bubble.
• P 2 will remain in the i th bubble, and is supported on the whole bubble.
• Other points in P 2 \ D or the bubbles with index less than i will remain in the same place.
and similarly the fiber above infinity consists of points with the same properties with the role of P 1 and P 2 interchanged. Considering this family we get the following relation:
We will call this relation the Line-Line relation associated to
So far we introduced the set of generators for the cohomology of the relative Hilbert scheme of points in the projective plane and also described four kind of relations in this group. In the following theorem we show that they are all the relations.
Theorem 4. The cohomology groups of relative Hilbert scheme of points in the projective plane with a line in it, are generated by the product cycles, and the four types of relations introduced in this section will give us a complete set of relations.
The first part of the theorem is a consequence of Theorem 2, and the construction of the product classes. In the next section we will give a proof of the second part.
Proof of Theorem 4
In this section we compute the dimension of space generated by the cohomology classes that we introduced in previous section modulo the relations. In order to do so we deal with each type of relation separately. 5.1. Pushing Points to the Bubbles. Starting from a cohomology class of relative Hilbert scheme of points and by pushing all the points supported on the cohomology classes with dimension 0 and 1 in the P 2 \ D to the bubbles, we can write it in term of cohomology classes with no such terms. There is one point that we want to clarify before going any further. If we start with a class that has more than one point supported on point or a line in the P 2 \ D , then we have more than one way of writing this class in term of classes with no such points.
Lemma 2. The above two expressions can be obtained from each other using other types of relations.
Proof. There are three cases that we have to consider: 1. When there are two points supported on a zero-cycle in the P 2 \ D with different multiplicities, then if we first push one of them to the bubble and then the other we get a presentation of the original cycle in terms of cycles with fewer points supported in the P 2 \ D, and if we push them to the bubble with a different order we get another
β be such a cycle, then we get the following relations:
Take the following class:
which has two points in the first bubble supporting on zero-cycles, one can see that the above two expressions can be obtained from each other by using the Point-Point relation associated to this cycle.
2. There is a point supported on a zero-cycle and another point supported on a one-cycle, again we get two different presentation of the cycle by pushing these points to the bubble with different orders. Let α = i∈A 2 j∈A 1 ,k∈A 0
β be the cycle that we start with, as in the previous case we get the following relations:
In this case if we can take this class:
by using the Point-Line relation associated to this cycle we see that the above two expressions can be obtained from each other.
3. There are two points supported on one-cycles and with different multiplicities. In the same way by pushing them to the bubble with different orders we get the following relations:
In this case we can take:
and by using the Line-Line relation associated to this cycle we see that these two presentations can be achieved from each other.
5.2. Canonical and Normal Forms. As we discussed in the previous section given a cycle with more than one point supported on a bubble we can write down a relation in the Chow group associated to this cycle. Here we show that using these relation we can represent any cycle in terms of cycles with the canonical form.
Lemma 3. Each cohomology class can be represented in terms of classes satisfying the following conditions, only by using Point-Line and Line-Line relations:
• There is at most one point supported on a zero-cycle in each bubble.
• That point (if exists) has the least multiplicity among the points in that bubble.
Proof. If we start with a class that does not satisfies the above properties, we can take i to be the index of the first bubble that is not of that form. By using the Point-Line relation we can write this class in terms of classes with at most one point in the i th bubble, and all those terms also satisfy the conditions of the claim in the first i − 1 bubbles. We recall that the Point-Line relation can be written as:
all the terms in the right hand side have the same point arrangement in the first i − 1 bubble. In the next step by using Line-Line relations we can write them in terms of classes also satisfying the second condition of the claim in the i th bubble. More precisely we can write the Line-Line relation as:
Again as it's clear from the form of these relations the cohomology classes that we get all still satisfy those conditions in the first i − 1 bubbles, so by this procedure we can fix bubbles one by one, and since the number of bubbles is finite (at most the number of points) this procedure will end at some point and we are done. Proof. If there is such a point in the k th -bubble, then there are two possibilities:
1. There is a point supported on a zero-cycle in the (k + 1) th -bubble 2. All the points in the (k + 1) th -bubble are supported on one-cycles
In the first case if this class is given by:
with a > b then we can use the following Point-Point relation:
Which could be written as:
and ∼ means that we take every term in the expansion of the product except the one which is the multiplication of all the β -classes in the (k + 1) th -bubble.
In the second case if the class is given by:
with a > b then we can use the following two Point-Line relations:
If we subtract them we can write the resulting relation as: So in both case we can represent the original class as the sum of classes that satisfy the required properties of the statement of the lemma for the k th -bubble. To each cycle α we associate the following number:
p is a point supported on a zero cycle with (p, i) no other point in that bubble i is the index of a bubble above point p with a point in it with multiplicity less than mult(p)
Then for both cases the representation that we get consist of classes with smaller A, and since the number of all these classes is finite this procedure ends at some point, and every cycle in the resulting presentation satisfies the properties of the lemma. [j] adds j to the length of this cycle and adds 2j + 2 to the dimension of the cycle, and since we are interested in the normalized Poincaré polynomial we have the 1 1−t 2 q m terms, and since on each bubble there is a C * action we have to divide by t 2 .
In order to count number of possible configurations in the i th bubble, we have to allow one point supported on a zero-cycle, and since in the canonical form this point has the least multiplicity among the points in this bubble the generating function for the number of possible configurations of a bubble in the canonical form is given by:
Since in the P 2 \ D we have only point supported on two-cycles, the generating function for the number of cycles in the canonical form is given by:
Each cycle in the canonical form which does not satisfies the properties of Lemma 4, has at least one single point supported on a bubble that it's multiplicity is greater than the minimum multiplicity in the next bubble. We can remove that point and add a marked point on the next bubble with that multiplicity and supported on a one-cycle. The dimension of this new cycle is 4 plus the dimension of the old cycle. Note that a cycle might have more than one such points, and so the resulting cycle will have more than one marked point, and the difference between their dimension will be 4 time the number of marked points. Hence in order to count the number of cycles that satisfy the properties of Lemma 4 we should subtract the number of such cycles, and so the contribution of a point with multiplicity m to the generating function will be ( 1 1−t 2 q m − 1)(1 − t −4 ) + 1 since that point might be a marked point.
One point that we should take into account is that the marked point can not be the point with minimum multiplicity in a given bubble so if the configuration of the points in a bubble is β 
